In the course of its evolution, a black hole (BH) accretes gas from a wide range of directions. Given a random accretion event, the typical angular momentum of an accretion disc would be tilted by ∼60
INTRODUCTION
Evidence is growing that many accreting black holes (BHs) have accretion discs that are misaligned relative to the BH spin. Because supermassive BH spin magnitude and direction are set by the long history of randomly oriented gas accretion events and galaxy mergers, misaligned accretion can naturally arise (Volonteri et al. 2005; King et al. 2005) . Indeed, misalignment between inner and outer disc is found in AGN maser observations (see e.g. Herrnstein et al. 2005; Caproni et al. 2006 Caproni et al. , 2007 Greene et al. 2013) . For Xray binaries (XRBs) the dynamical evolution of the system, which may include asymmetric supernova kicks and 3-body interactions in stellar clusters, can also lead to substantial misalignment. Indeed, the jets in XRB GRO J1655-40 are offset by 15
• from the binary plane (Hjellming & Rupen 1995; Greene et al. 2001; Maccarone 2002) .
In view of these observations, it is important to understand how accretion discs respond to the misalignment relative to the BH spin. An important effect here is general relativistic (GR) frame dragging, which is associated with the BH spin and known to induce nodal Lense & Thirring (1918) precession of orbits inclined to the BH equatorial plane. As the precession frequency decreases with distance from the BH roughly as Ω LT ∝ a/r 3 , frame drag-E-mail: matthewliska92@gmail.com ging is predicted to warp tilted accretion discs. When the disc is geometrically thick, i.e. the dimensionless scale height is larger than the viscosity parameter, h/r > α, as would be expected in all low luminosity AGN and hard state XRBs (Narayan & Yi 1994) , viscous diffusion of the warp plays a minimal role (Papaloizou & Pringle 1983 ) and the warp is communicated radially through bending waves traveling at approximately half the speed of sound (Papaloizou & Lin 1995) . When the tilt (measured in radians) is small compared to h/r, a bending wave dominated disc accretes misaligned and forms smooth radial oscillations in tilt closer to the BH (Ivanov & Illarionov 1997; Lubow et al. 2002; Fragile et al. 2007; . Since a larger non-linear tilt, exceeding the disc scale height, is expected in many systems (King et al. 2005) , it is crucial to understand how a disc responds to such a large tilt.
Due to the absence of a fully non-linear analytic theory in the bending wave regime, general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations are an excellent tool to gain insight into such problems since they include magnetic fields, which generate the turbulent viscosity (Balbus & Hawley 1991; Balbus & Hawley 1998) driving accretion, and they naturally reproduce LT precession. Solid-body precession of tilted accretion discs has been suggested (Stella & Vietri 1998; Fragile et al. 2007) as the origin of low frequency quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) observed in XRB lightcurves (e.g., van der Klis 1989). However, solid-body precession is inconsistent with the observed energy dependence of QPO frequency (e.g. van den Eijnden et al. 2016 Eijnden et al. , 2017 , suggesting that a more complex geometry, involving differential precision between various disc and/or jet components, may be present.
Whereas the relevant timescale in the problem is comparable to the precession period, GRMHD simulations of such a long duration have usually been prohibitively expensive. Thick discs, h/r ∼ 0.3, were shown to viscously spread and their precession to stall within 40
• . Thinner discs have only been simulated at a relatively small tilt of around 10
• in both the viscous ) and bending wave (Morales Teixeira et al. 2014) regimes, impeding the study of precession.
Here, we present the first GRMHD simulations of highly tilted accretion discs in the bending wave, h/r α, regime around rapidly spinning BHs that span the full precession cycle. We describe our numerical setup n section 2, present our results in section 3, and conclude in section 4.
NUMERICAL MODELS
We use our recently developed massively parallel 3D GRMHD code H-AMR (pronounced "hammer", accelerated by Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). H-AMR is based on a 2D serial open-source code, HARM2D (Gammie et al. 2003; Noble et al. 2006 ), which we rewrote and improved with a staggered grid for constrained transport of magnetic fields (Gardiner & Stone 2005) , adaptive mesh refinement (AMR, not used adaptively here), an advanced treatment of the polar region, and a locally adaptive time step. We use a spherical-polar grid of resolution 1372 × 480 × 738, which is uniform in log r and φ and approximately uniform in θ. It resolves the disc scale height, h/r ∼ 0.1, by 12−15 cells in the r-, θ-and φ-dimensions. To prevent the cells from becoming elongated near the polar singularity, we reduce the φ-resolution to 368 cells at 15
• < |θ| < 30
• , 184 cells at 7.5
• < |θ| < 15
• and 92 cells at 0 • < |θ| < 7.5
• around both poles. We use outflow boundary conditions in the r-direction, with the inner radial boundary inside the BH event horizon and the outer boundary at 10 5 r g , where r g = GM/c 2 is the gravitational radius, such that both of the boundaries are causally disconnected from the flow. We apply transmissive boundary conditions in the θ-direction that ensure free passage of the plasma through the polar singularity .
We initialize the simulations with a torus in hydrostatic equilibrium (Fishbone & Moncrief 1976 ) around a BH with spin a = 0.9375 in a Kerr-Schild foliation. We place the torus inner edge at r in = 12.5r g and density maximum, scaled to (initial) ρ max = 1, at r max = 25r g . We use an ideal gas equation of state, p g = (Γ − 1)u g , where p g and u g are gas thermal pressure and energy densities, and non-relativistic Γ = 5/3. We tilt the initial torus relative to the BH spin axis (and grid) by an angle T init = 60
• (see Liska et al. 2018 for details) . We cool the disc to its target thickness, h/r = 0.1, on the Keplerian timescale using a source term (Noble et al. 2009; . We consider two models, W-T60 and S-T60, with weak and strong jets, respectively, whose discs are both tilted by 60
• . W-T60 features a small field loop concentrated near the BH with vector potential A φ ∝ (ρ − 0.05), while S-T60 has a much larger poloidal field loop, described by A φ ∝ (ρ − 0.05) 2 r 3 . We initially normalize the field strength by setting max p g / max p b = 5 for W-T60 and max p g / max p b = 100 for S-T60. The size of the loop turns out to be more important than the normalization, and S-T60 ends up with an order of magnitude larger magnetic flux than W-T60. the radiative (η rad ) and wind (η wind ) efficiency are similar for both models, the jet efficiency (η jet ) is an order of magnitude higher in S-T60. This can be explained by the presence of large scale magnetic flux in S-T60.
RESULTS
Differential rotation shears up magnetic field lines, activating the magnetorotational instability (MRI; Balbus & Hawley 1991; Balbus & Hawley 1998) and leading to turbulence, which causes accretion onto the BH. We study the system at late time, t 10 4 r g /c, after the disc has cooled down from to its target thickness. Figure 1(a,b) shows that the mass accretion rate,Ṁ, is similar for both models. Figure 1(c,d) shows the positive (there is no negative) poloidal magnetic flux on the BH, Φ BH = 0.5 r=r H |B r | dA θφ and in the disc, Φ ,ax = max r Φ p (r) with Φ p (r) = max θ θ 0 B r dA θφ . Compared to W-T60, model S-T60 contains an order of magnitude more flux, most of which threads the event horizon. For both models 3D animations are available (see SI or this YouTube playlist).
To quantify the conversion efficiency of gravitational potential energy as matter falls into the black hole we break down in Fig. 1 (e,f) the energy outflow efficiency η tot , defined as the net energy outflow rate divided by the BH rest-mass energy accretion rate,Ṁc 2 , into radiative, η rad , mechanical outflow, η wind , and jet, η jet , constituents that we define below. The radiative efficiency, η rad , approximated by integrating the total radiative cooling rate from the inner photon orbit at r = 1.43r g to 100r g hovers around the canonical Novikov & Thorne (1973) value of 18%. The jet efficiency, η jet , corresponding to the mechanical energy carried by the jets, reaches peak values of around 0.1% in W-T60 and 10% in S-T60. The wind efficiency, η wind , or the mechanical outflow efficiency outside of the jet, reaches around 20% for both models. The sum η tot ≈ 40%. Figure 2 shows a colour map of the density ρ in a vertical slice for models W-T60 and S-T60. We define the disc-corona boundary at ρ = 0.025 × ρ max and the corona-jet boundary at p b /ρc 2 = 5. While the disc shapes appear to be similar in both models, the corona (yellow-green-cyan regions) in model W-T60 shows an asymmetric elongation in the upper-left and lower-right directions, as seen in Fig. 2(a) . This elongation forms an obstacle for the weak jet, causing it to bend and eventually stall within a few ×100r g . On the other hand, the strong jet in S-T60 propagates unhindered through the corona, pushing it aside. The Lorentz factors, Figure 2 . A colour map of the fluid-frame rest mass density log(ρ) for models S-T60 (left panel) and W-T60 (right panel) at t = 4.5 × 10 4 r g /c. Magenta lines show the corona-jet boundary, and black lines the disc-corona boundary. The strong jet in model S-T60 (left panel ) readily accelerates to relativistic speeds (Fig. 3) . However, since the corona in model W-T60 precesses slower than the disc, it becomes misaligned relative to the disc and obstructs jet propagation. This causes the jet to stall beyond ∼ 10 2 r g (Fig. 3) .
γ, and mass/energy fluxes, F M /F E , for both jets are shown in Fig. 3 : while the jet in model S-T60 (solid lines) accelerates up to γ ∼ 7 and conserves its mass and energy flux, the jet in model W-T60 (dashed lines) loses energy and mass due to the interaction with the corona and fails to accelerate to relativistic speeds. Below we show that this misalignment between corona and jet arises through different rates of precession resulting in a phase lag. Figure 4(a,b) , shows the evolution of tilt and precession angles (as calculated in for the disc, corona and jets, allowing us to quantitatively study the phase lags. The precession angle increases quasi-monotonically at approximately the same rate in both models, reaching 200
• − 400
• by the simulation's end. This differs from our previous work , where the disc stopped precessing after 40
• due to viscous expansion of the thicker disc. The phase lag between disc and corona, ∆P, in Fig. 4 (e,f) initially peaks at ∆P ∼ 30
• − 50
• before stabilizing between ∆P ∼ 10
• −20
• . The minimum in both models coincides with a peak in jet power ( Fig. 1(e,f) ), suggesting jet (which is aligned with the inner disc) and corona try to push each other into alignment. In both models the disc-corona-jet system aligns as a whole with the BH on the viscous timescale, from the initial T = 60
• to T ∼ 30
• at t = 10 5 r g /c. This could be due to misaligned angular momentum mixing and cancellation between annuli at different phases of precession (see Fig. 5(c,d) and ; see also Sorathia et al. 2013) . This is different from Bardeen & Petterson (1975) alignment, which occurs on time-scales much shorter than the viscous timescale and is expected to affect the inner regions of the disc. Figure 5 (a-d) shows the tilt and precession angles of the disc, corona, and jet as function of radius from the BH. A single radial tilt oscillation centered at 10r g develops as predicted by analytic theory for the bending wave regime valid at low tilts (Ivanov & Illarionov 1997; Lubow et al. 2002) . Furthermore, the disc, corona and jet are aligned with each other up to the disc's outer edge located at ∼ 100r g . Beyond ∼ 200r g , the corona's tilt and precession angle oscillate wildly. However, since the density of the corona is very low there, this region does not contribute significantly to the corona's radially averaged tilt and precession angle in Fig. 4(a-d) .
Figure 5(e),(f) shows that both models remain gas pressure dominated (β > 1) down to the event horizon. The Maxwell
µ is the magnetic 4-vector) and Reynolds (α R = ρu r u φ /(p g + p b ), u µ is the 4-velocity) stresses in Fig. 5(g,h) , calculated in a coordinate system aligned with the local angular momentum, are similar. However, their sum does not match the effective viscosity (α e f f = v r v k /c 2 s , where v k is the Keplerian 3-velocity and c s is the sound speed), indicating that large scale torques drive outflows and remove the disc's angular momentum. Due to the rapid mass infall caused by high α e f f ions and electrons are expected to decouple into a two-temperature plasma within the inner disc (Esin et al. 1997) , which may make the disc hotter and the spectrum harder than predicted for a standard Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) accretion disc (see also ).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work we present the first GRMHD simulations of highly tilted (60 degrees), moderately thin (h/r ≈ 0.1) accretion discs around rapidly spinning BHs (a = 0.9375). The 3 times smaller disc thickness compared to our previous work prevents the disc from viscously spreading on the Lense-Thirring timescale, allowing the disc to complete 0.6-1.4 precession cycles, depending on the model.
The precession-induced quasi-periodic variability in XRB lightcurves could potentially be exploited to measure BH spin (Stella & Vietri 1998; Ingram et al. 2009 ). However, the precession period is expected to be determined by both the BH spin and the (initial) disc size and density profile, making such measurements impossible if the disc's morphology is poorly constrained. It would be interesting if a precessing disc formed self-consistently, with a relatively well-defined size and density profile. One way this could happen is by tearing up of a large misaligned accretion disc, as seen in hydrodynamic smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations: the disc tears up at a radius where the Lense-Thirring torques, which try to tear the disc apart, overwhelm the viscous torques, which hold the disc together (Nixon et al. 2012; Nealon et al. 2015) . Even though both our GRMHD and those SPH simulations are in the bending wave dominated regime, neither of our magnetized discs tore up. This discrepancy might be due to the larger thickness of our discs (Liska et al. 2019B in prep.) . We found that the magnetic pressure dominated disc wind, which we refer to as the corona, lags the disc in phase by 10−40
• (Fig. 4c) . This can help to interpret the phase lags of Type-C QPOs observed in XRBs (Wijnands et al. 1999; Reig et al. 2000; Qu et al. 2010; Pahari et al. 2013; van den Eijnden et al. 2016 van den Eijnden et al. , 2017 . More specifically, van den Eijnden et al. (2016) recently used a timeresolved cross-spectral analysis of GRS 1915+105 and found that the phase lags systematically change on short timescale in a way indicating that for observations with ν QPO > 2 Hz for 5-10 cycles the QPO in the hard band is slightly faster than that in the soft band, resulting in a gradually increasing soft lag, and for observations with ν QPO < 2 Hz the QPO in the hard band is slightly slower than that in the soft band, resulting in a gradually increasing hard lag. The increase in soft lag for ν QPO > 2 Hz was suggested to result from differential precession, since inner regions are expected to have a harder spectrum and to precess faster than outer regions (Stella & Figure 4 . The angular momentum averaged tilt angle, T , in (a,b) and precession angle, P, in (c,d) as functions of time, for the disc, corona, and jet. Model S-T60 and W-T60 both align with the BH over time, while their precession angle grows semi-monotonically. The phase lag, ∆P, between disc and corona in (e,f) first peaks, but seems to stabilize later.
Vietri 1998). However, the increase in hard lag for ν QPO < 2 Hz over a QPO period remained a mystery. The evolving coronal lag in our simulations (i.e. the increase in ∆P) may provide a natural solution to this puzzle: the corona, which emits a harder spectrum than the disc (via inverse Compton scattering), precesses more slowly than the disc, resulting in the QPO being faster in the soft band. Translating the coronal lag into actual X-Ray lightcurves requires a fuller treatment of radiation including Compton scattering, taking into account the complex geometry of this problem. However, with the present data, the timescale for the phase lag to build up and its total size seem to be able to match observations. The model may also be able explain why for ν QPO > 2 Hz the phase lag turns soft. As ν QPO increases, one would expect the precessing inner disc to become smaller (Stella & Vietri 1998; Ingram et al. 2009 ). Since a smaller disc is hotter (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) , its spectrum will become harder and, if the hardness of the corona does not increase by the same amount, the phase lag will gradually move from hard to soft.
While the strong jet in S-T60 propagates unhindered, the weak jet in W-T60 disrupts and stalls within a few ∼ 10 2 r g , obstructed by the lagging corona (Figs. 2, 3) . However, in reality a precessing jet of any arbitrary strength may become truncated if the ambient medium is massive enough. Such jets may transfer significant amounts of energy and angular momentum to this ambient medium and, by doing so, contribute to weakly collimated matterdominated sub-relativistic outflows. In addition, the jet-corona interaction might lead to reconnection and acceleration of (non-) thermal particles, possibly producing flares across the electromagnetic spectrum. However, due to the, presumably, small size of such truncated jets, it may be hard to directly detect them.
We have shown in previous work ) that BHlaunched jets (Blandford & Znajek 1977) around gas pressure supported discs are aligned with the disc, not the BH as was shown for magnetic pressure supported discs (McKinney et al. 2013) . However, our current work demonstrates that on larger scales the orientation of the jet will be determined by an intricate force balance between the jet and outer surrounding medium. If the jet contains a (Bardeen & Petterson 1975) , and instead develops a single radial tilt oscillation peaking at r ≈ 10 r g , which is consistent with analytic theory for a geometrically thick, h/r > α, disc (Ivanov & Illarionov 1997; Lubow et al. 2002) . The density, ρ, and gas-to-magnetic pressure ratio, β, in (e,f) are similar for both models. In (g,h) the Maxwell, α M , and Reynolds, α R , stresses in the disc increase steeply within the inner disc (r < 10 r g ), while their sum poorly matches the effective viscosity α e f f . This may be explained by the presence of outflows carrying away significant portions of the orbital angular momentum (e.g. ). large amount of energy relative to this surrounding medium, the jet will remain aligned with the inner (precessing) flow. On the other hand, if the jet is weak, it will be torqued into alignment with the surrounding medium and, as in model W-T60, may stall. This result suggests caution in the interpretation of the observed 15
• misalignment between the orbital plane of XRB GRO J1655-40 and its jet (Hjellming & Rupen 1995; Orosz & Bailyn 1997; Greene et al. 2001; Maccarone 2002 ) as a tilt between disc and BH spin.
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